Compared to last week steers under 500 lbs sold 8.00 to 10.00 higher, 500 to 800 lbs sold steady to 4.00 higher and over 800 sold 2.00 lower. Heifers sold 3.00 to 4.00 higher. Demand was good for grass type cattle with moderate to good demand for feedlot placements. Slaughter cows sold 2.00 to 6.00 higher and slaughter bull sharply higher for the week. Higher slaughter market due to limited amount of cull cows heading to town. Ranchers culled really hard last fall as winter feed resources are short aiding in the decision to sell livestock that didn’t meet production goals.
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Weekly Hay Report

Alfalfa
Supreme 201.00-225.00
Premium 198.00-208.00
Good 170.00-180.00
Fair 160.00-165.00
Ground & Del 173.00

Alfalfa/Grass
Premium

Wyoming Weekly Feeder Cattle Averages

Combined Wyoming Auctions including Torrington and Riverton

Weekly M&L 1 500-600 lb. Feeder Steer Price

Weekly M&L 1 800-900 lb. Feeder Steer Price

Wyoming Auction Slaughter Cow and Bull Prices

Wyoming Auction Bred Cow(per hd)/Pair Prices (per pair)

Wyoming and Western NE Grain Prices
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